SUMMARY. This research introduces methods for nonparametric testing of weighted integrated survival differences in the context of paired censored survival designs. The current work extends work done by Pepe and Fleming (1989, Bzometrics 45, 497-507), which considered similar test statistics directed toward independent treatment group comparisons. An asymptotic closed-form distribution of the proposed family of tests is presented, along with variance estimates constructed under null and alternative hypotheses using nonparametric maximum likelihood estimates of the closed-form quantities. The described method allows for additional information from individuals with no corresponding matched pair member to be incorporated into the test statistic in sampling scenarios where singletons are not prone to selection bias. Simulations presented over a range of potential dependence in the paired censored survival data demonstrate substantial power gains associated with taking into account the dependence structure. Consequences of ignoring the paired nature of the data include overly conservafive tests in terms of power and size. In fact, simulation results using tests for independent samples in the presence of positive correlation consistently undershot both size and power targets that would have been attained in the absence of correlation. This additional worrisome effect on operating characteristics highlights the need for accounting for dependence in this popular family of tests.
Introduction
Paired censored survival data arise in a variety of clinical trial settings. For instance, one of the primary goals of the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS, 1991a,b) was to determine the best time in the course of diabetic retinopathy to initiate laser photocoagulation surgery. This study enrolled 3711 patients with mild to severe nonproliferative or early proliferative diabetic retinopathy in both eyes and randomized alternate eyes to early photocoagulation or deferral of photocoagulation until such time when high-risk proliferative retinopathy was detected. The major endpoint of interest was time to severe vision loss, where this loss was defined as visual acuity less than 51200 at two consecutive visits. Even after 9 years of follow-up, the study had a large proportion (94.5%) of censored outcomes among the 3711 pairs, making standard paired tests for uncensored data inappropriate.
More complex censored survival data structures have arisen in dental research on sealants done at the University of Michigan School of Dentistry (Feigal et al., 2000) . Dental scientists have long endorsed the use of sealants as a measure for preventing dental caries, especially in the occlusal or grinding surface of molars, where teeth are most susceptible. The greatest risk of sealant failure occurs in newly erupted teeth, where moisture threatens the sealant process. Hence, researchers in the area of improving sealant protection enroll patients with newly erupted paired molars in the lower jaw for randomization to opposing sealant application treatments and measure the time to sealant failure. Occasionally, only one of the target molars in a patient has erupted at the time they come into the study so that singleton molars are occasionally randomized to treatment. Should the companion molar erupt during the course of the study, it could also potentially be entered into the protocol with a different entry time than its counterpart, resulting in differential censoring within a matched pair.
Several authors, including Woolson and Lachenbruch (1980) , Wei (1980) , O'Brien and Fleming (1987) , Dabrowska (1989 Dabrowska ( , 1990 , Jung (1999) , and Huang (1999) , have presented work in relation to nonparametric testing for survival differences in paired censored survival data using a variety of signbased or rank-based tests. Related rank-based tests have been developed by Holt and Prentice (1974) and Lee, Wei, and Amato (1992) in the context of paired proportional hazards models. Murray (2000) also studied paired weighted log-rank tests in the context of sequential monitoring of paired censored survival data. Woolson and O'Gorman (1992) provide a useful summary of much of this literature.
An alternative to rank-based methods, advocated by Pepe and Fleming (1989) , looks at differences between integrated 361 weighted survival curves. The resulting test statistic, which was developed in the context of independent samples, has been shown to have higher power to detect survival differences than rank-based methods when underlying hazards cross during the study period. When hazards are proportional in nature, the power of the Pepe-Fleming test, while not always as high as rank-based tests, is often comparable. Investigators are particularly attracted to this test statistic when unweighted survival curves are integrated across the study period due to a related interpretation of average years of life saved on study using the superior treatment.
This research presents a nonparametric method for detecting survival differences in paired censored survival data using differences in weighted integrated survival curves as in Pepe and Fleming (1989) . The related family of tests presented here takes into account the dependence between estimated survival curves that tend to vary in tandem in the presence of positively correlated data. The proposed family of test statistics will allow different and potentially dependent censoring distributions for pair members under comparison and will allow for singleton pair members to contribute information t o the test statistic in the absence of a counterpart. In addition, this work will make available confidence intervals relating to the average improvement in survival time on study between treatment groups under comparison, an interpretable and useful measure in describing treatment benefit t o nonstatisticians.
In Section 2, notation relating to this data structure is presented and the paired Pepe-Fleming statistic is introduced. Associated closed-form asymptotic variances for the family of tests, which may be estimated using nonparametric maximum likelihood estimates of the closed-form quantities, are presented under null and alternative hypotheses. Simulation results in Section 3 verify type I error operating characteristics and provide evidence that power grows with the dependence between paired endpoints. In addition, some consequences of ignoring the paired nature of the data are highlighted in this section. An example relating to the ETDRS is located in Section 4. A discussion follows in Section 5.
Paired Pepe-Fleming Statistics
Consider survival endpoints Tikt and corresponding censoring times U i k , , indexed by treatment group i = 1,2 and individual ki = 1,. . . , ni. An arbitrary dependence is allowed between T 1 k l and T 2 k 2 and between U1kl and u 2 k 2 for kl = k2 = k , k = 1,. . . , n , where n 5 min(n1,nz); i.e., the first n individuals from each group are allowed, and even expected, to be correlated to their counterpart in the other group. Aside from this dependence, the random variables Tik, ,u&, , i = 1,2, ki = 1, . . . , ni, are assumed independent. If all study participants belong to a complete matched pair, as in the ETDRS study, then n1 = 722 = n. However, the more general case is permitted where the individuals indexed with ki > n remain unpaired, a circumstance that occasionally arises, as in the cited dental research application. Marginally, the various random variables, T l k l , T 2 k 2 , Ulk, , and U 2 k 2 , are assumed to be independent and identically distributed across the k = 1 . . . ni individuals. Different distributions are allowed for the failure and censoring random variables according t o treatment. Pair members where there is an absence of information on either the failure or the censoring time are assumed to be missing completely at random (MCAR).
Define the observable event times as Xzkl = min(T,k, , U z k , ) with corresponding censoring indicators A&, = I(T,kt < U,k,). Let S,(t) denote the survival function relating to T&,, k, = I , , . . , n,, in group i at time t and let S,(t) denote its Kaplan-Meier estimate. Similarly, let X,(u) denote the hazard for failure in treatment group i. Because of the dependence allowed within the n complete pairs, we will also require joint and conditional hazards to be defined for the paired random variables as they appear in the asymptotic closed-form variances to be derived. Define the joint and conditional hazards X 1 2 ( t l , t 2 ) = limAtl,At2-+0P(tl < x 1 k < 
approaches zero in probability for a nonstochastic function ~( u ) and vanishes for values o f t where J ( t ) = 0. Now define the paired Pepe-Fleming family of tests as
Further notation is required to describe the variance of 7. Si(u) du. Define 7ri as the probability of belonging to treatment group i with t i = n i / ( n l + n2) and define 8 as the proportion of dependent observations in the two groups, with required. Define n* = ( n l n z ) / n . Let N,(t) = c;,Z=, I ( x , k , 5 t , & = 1) count the number of individuals from group z who fail at time t and let Y,(t) = I(X,kz 2 t ) count the number of individuals from group z who are still at risk for failure at time t , z = 1,2. An unpooled estimate for X,(t)dt is t 2 ) count the number of complete correlated pairs still at risk for failure at times ti and t 2 in treatment groups 1 and 2, respectively. Also, let dNlz(t1, t 2 ) = limAt,,At,+o C;==, I(t1 < x1k < t l + At1,t2 < x2k < t 2 + A t 2 , A i k = 1,&k = 1) count the number of individuals from complete pairs who failed at time t l for treatment 1 and failed at time t 2 for treatment 2. An estimate for X12(tl,tz)dtldt2 is { x 2 ( t l , t 2 ) } -'
x 1 k < t l + & l , x 2 k 2 t 2 , A l k = 1) count the number of complete correlated pairs who failed at time t l for treatment 1 and who are still at risk for failure at time t 2 for treatment 2. And let dN211(t2 I t l ) = limAtz,o C k = l I ( t 2 5 x 2 k < t 2 + At2, x 1 k 2 t l , &k = 1) count the number of complete correlated pairs who failed at time t 2 for treatment 2 and who are still at risk for failure at time t l for treatment 1.
Hence, estimates for X112(tl I t2)dtl and X211(t2 I t l ) d t 2 are { Y~z ( t l , t 2 ) } -' d N l l 2 ( t l 1 t 2 ) and {Y12(t1,tz)}-'dN2ll(t2 I t l ) , respectively. An unpooled estimate for P ( x , k 2 t ) is &(t)/n,. Also P ( x ] k 2 t 1 , X z k 2 t 2 ) is estimated with Y12(tl, ta)/n. Incorporating the above estimates, an unpooled estimate for ~1 2 ( t l , t2)dtldtz is G l z ( t 1 , t2)dtldtz = n * {~i ( t l ) Notice that G : l z ( t l , t 2 ) d t l d t z uses all available data to estimate marginal hazards and probabilities, while joint and conditional quantities are estimated with complete pairs only. Hence, an unpooled variance estimate for cr2 that could be used in either hypothesis testing or confidence ipterval
use the pooled Kaplan-Meier survival estimate in its inte-
grand. Let Y ( t ) = Y l ( t ) + Y2(t) and N ( t ) = N i ( t ) + &(t) so that a pooled estimate of X,(t)dt is { Y ( t ) } -' d N ( t ) .
Let &(t) be the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the censoring survival function for group z. A pooled estimate for P(&k 2 t ) is 
&,(t-)S(t-).
In a hypothesis testing framework, one may estimate v2 under the null hypothesis using the pooled estimate 
Simulations
In order to study finite sample properties of the test statistics, simulations were conducted for a variety of underlying correlation structures under null or alternative hypotheses using either n = 50 or n = 100 complete pairs of censored survival outcomes. In each simulation, bivariate log-normal failure distributions with correlation on the log scale, p~, and bivariate log-normal censoring distributions with correlation on the log scale, pu, were used independently in generating the observed paired data. Increasing levels of p~ = pu = (0.0,0.3,0.6,0.9) were studied. In addition, finite sample properties for increasing p~ under common censoring times were studied by selecting pu = 1. Log-scale means and variances for each of the two treatment group censoring times were 1 . 1 and 0.8, respectively. Under the hypothesis of no treatment difference, the paired failure times were generated with log-scale means and variances of 0.3 and 1.0, respectively. Under the alternative hypothesis, the paired log-scale means were taken to be 0.3 and 0.6, with remaining bivariate log-normal parameters unchanged. Along with the complete-case analysis, simulations were run t o study the behavior of the test statistics when 25 additional singleton pair members per treatment group were available. The singletons were simulated using bivariate lognormal distributions with similar marginal distributions for failure and censoring times as described above but with zero correlation. Roughly one third of all failure times were censored. A type I error of 0.05 was employed in all simulations.
Size and power results are displayed in Table 1 for unpaired and paired Pepe-Fleming tests using 8 ( t ) = J ( t ) P ( u l k , 2
t ) f i ( u , k , 2 t ) / { f ? l f i ( u l k l 2 t ) -t 7?2.i)(u2k2 2 t ) } and pooled
variance estimates. Observed type I errors for the paired tests using n = 100 are at desirable levels. Using n = 50, type I errors also look attractive except for the complete-case analysis at the highest level of correlation studied, p~ = 0.9, where the type I error seems t o be slightly underestimated. Type I errors for n = 50 and p~ = 0.9 improved in the analysis that included 25 additional singletons. Results for type I error were similar using YLS weighting. Both pooled and unpooled variance estimates performed well in simulation. However, pooled variance estimates tended to slightly outperform unpooled variance estimates in terms of maintaining type I error, especially in the smaller sample sizes studied. Hence, pooled variance estimates will be recommended for hypothesis testing scenarios for purposes of constructing pvalues and unpooled variance estimates will be recommended for constructing confidence intervals under the alternative hypothesis.
Regardless of whether pooled or unpooled estimates are employed and regardless of the weighting strategy used, the test sizes of the unadjusted original tests become increasingly conservative as the correlation in the censored survival endpoints grows and the dependence is not accounted for in the analysis. This is likely caused by the increased tendency of the Kaplan-Meier curves to vary in tandem for higher values of positive correlation. Without taking this into account, the test statistic has a very difficult time rejecting the null hypothesis. Figure 1 displays representative correlated Kaplan-Meier survival estimates under study for n = 100, where, in each panel of the figure, underlying marginal distributions of the curves under study are identical.
This lessened ability to reject the null hypothesis is also featured in power results under the alternative hypothesis in Table 1 , where, for instance, power has a tendency to decrease with rising levels of correlation in the complete-case analyses. a n, number of complete failure-time pairs generated from the bivariate log-normal distribution; p~, correlation between failure times on the log scale; and p u , correlation between bivariate log-normal censoring times on the log scale so that p u = 1 gives common censoring times. In the additional singletons column, the complete pair analysis is denoted by 0; otherwise, the results are for the analysis with 25 singletons added per treatment group. The Pepe-Fleming test for independent treatment groups rejection rate is listed under PF, and the proposed test, which adjusts for the paired structure, is denoted as paired PF. One thousand and 5000 Monte Carlo simulations were used for size and power, respectively. This phenomenon was repeated regardless of the weighting method chosen or the variance estimation method employed. However, using the proposed paired tests, which take into account the overall dependence structure in the data, significant increases in power were observed for increasing values of correlation in the failure times. Similar increases in simulated power were observed for each combination of weighting strategy and variance estimation procedure for the proposed paired test statistics.
With regard to the inclusion of singletons in an appropriate paired analysis, power was found to increase over the complete-case analysis for p~ = 0.0,0.3, and 0.6, with gains tapering off as the level of correlation increased. For the highest level of correlation explored, p~ = 0.9, power did not improve but instead declined with the inclusion of the additional singletons. When deciding to use singletons in an analysis, there appears to be a trade-off between gaining additional sample size and gaining additional variability in the comparison of marginal Kaplan-Meier estimates. For extremely high levels of correlation, the use of additional singletons does not seem warranted with this statistic.
Application to Early Treatment Diabetic
As an illustrative example, the ETDRS comparison of time to severe vision loss, described in the Introduction, is again considered. Approximately 12 million Americans are affected by diabetes, the leading cause of blindness in working-age Americans, accounting for 12% of the new cases of blindness each year (Patz and Smith, 1991) . In order to evaluate the best timing for laser photocoagulation surgery, 3711 patients had one eye randomized to receive early photocoagulation and Figure 2 . In addition to the paired censored data structure, the survival curves reveal an interval censored aspect to this data, a feature we will ignore for the purposes of this example. At the time this study was originally published, methods for correctly handling paired censored times to severe vision loss were not available to the investigators; hence, they used standard methods for independent samples in designing and analyzing the ETDRS results while indicating that their analyses were likely t o be conservative due t o the underlying paired data structure.
In the following, 95% confidence intervals for the inte- ETDRS study results were published, emphasis was placed on improving early detection of diabetic retinopathy so that photocoagulation therapy could be initiated right away. Using new paired censored survival analysis tools, future studies designed similarly t o the ETDRS can use fewer patient resources in achieving a particular desired power.
Discussion
This research extends the methods of Pepe and Fleming (1989) to the paired censored survival setting. Closed-form asymptotic variances of the adjusted test statistics are presented aIong with pooled and unpooled variance estimates. The methods presented are able to accommodate the gamut of uninformative paired correlated censoring structures ranging from common censoring times to independent censoring mechanisms. Also, single unpaired individuals may contribute to the marginal estimation of survival curves within the test statistic. Simulations in this research show that one may take advantage of the paired structure of censored survival data and often benefit from additional singleton structured data in an analysis, especially if the correlation in underlying survival times is mild to moderate. In cases where correlation in underlying survival times is extremely high, simulations indicate that a complete-case analysis using the proposed methods is preferable to incorporating singletons in the paired analysis.
In addition, simulation results in Section 3 underscore the disadvantages of ignoring pair matching in an analysis. Not only is type I error adversely conservative, but power in the presence of positively correlated paired data results in less power using traditional methods for independent samples than would be expected if the samples were truly independent. Within each treatment group, individual independent and identically distributed observations contribute equally to the estimation of Kaplan-Meier survival curves whether these observations have a corresponding pair member or not. While gains in efficiency are afforded by accounting for correlation in the estimated curves through the variance of the statistic in this marginal analysis, further gains in efficiency may be obtained by taking additional advantage of the information in the paired event times in estimating the survival curves used in the paired Pepe-Fleming statistics. Results from Manatunga and Oakes (1999) , in a slightly different context of bivariate observations where treatment does not necessarily differ within pairs, lend support to estimation and testing approaches that place higher value on more informative complete pairs, especially in the presence of high correlation. This intuition is further bolstered by simulation results in Section 3, which indicate that, for extremely high values of underlying correlation, the power of the complete pair analysis surpasses the power of the analysis that incorporates additional singleton values. Additional work in this area is needed in order to fully tap the statistical information in this data structure.
The weight recommended by Pepe and Fleming (1989) deemphasizes areas under the survival curve where censoring is heavy and hence can be particularly effective in detecting early treatment differences when censoring is heavy in the tails. Use of the YLS weight in the test statistic is often an attractive choice for detecting differences later in the study period and gives an attractive interpretation that should appeal to nonstatistically minded collaborators. Because the proposed methods adapt an already popular family of test statistics, the process of transition to these more efficient tests in the paired censored survival setting should be straightforward once software is available. In addition, results from this research apply to the quality-adjusted survival setting, as discussed by Glasziou et al. (1998) , when nonstochastic weights are chosen to reflect quality of life while on treatment. Hence. these methods also extend quality-adjusted survival analysis to the paired censored survival setting.
